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BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

Please provide some general information about the building and its history: When was it built? Who 
designed it? Who commissioned it? What was its original purpose? Has this purpose changed over 
time? What materials were used in its construction? Have any changes been made to the fabric or the 
layout of the building, since its construction? What is the current state of repair of the building? 

In the 18
th 

century Douglas was developing as a port more suited to the larger sailing vessels trading 
in the Irish Sea. After the resignation of Governor Hope in 1860, the new Governor, Francis Pigott, 
unable to find suitable accommodation in Castletown, was persuaded to take residence in Douglas. 
After his sudden death there was a brief resurgence of Castletown as capital but over the next few 
years Douglas, under Governor Loch, was established as the capital and the Courts were moved 
there. Douglas was a much larger town with 12,511 inhabitants in 1861 census against 2,373 in 
Castletown. 

The first edition OS map (1869) shows Athol Street and upper Douglas emerging, linked by Prospect 
to the jumble of streets around the old port, more reminiscence of Peel than the present Douglas. 
Whilst Victoria Street had been planned, it had not yet been built. 

Research by local Building Surveyor and architectural historian, Nigel Crowe, has identified that the 
site was first developed in 1786 (plot D on ‘Sketch of Part of the Nunnery Lake’ - appended), with the 
end building trading as a public house. 

Local architectural historian, Peter Kelly has also researched the early sale of the site, showing that 
the site was purchased in 1789 by Edward Forbes for £70. Forbes built the warehouse and the public 
house which his son, also Edward, sold to Francis Matthews in 1833. 

Queen Street is on the first OS map and clearly was an important route from the quay to Wells Street, 
away from the low ground around the harbour and flood plain of the Douglas river. This street 
probably predates much of the development of the quay. 

The buildings at the junction of Queen Street and the quay are unaltered from the 1869 map to the 
present map, except that the end two buildings are now shown in single ownership. It is safe to 
assume they had much the same form as the buildings recorded in 1930 by John Frowde when he 
photographed the area around the quay (see appended images, e.g. iMuseum PG/8224/16/15). He 
later recorded the demolition of much of the fabric along the quay to create a wider Lord Street linking 
Well Hill to the new port. Queen Street was no longer directly linked to Well Hill, but the Saddle Inn 
and 26-28 remain much the same as they had done a century earlier. 

In 2008, the only other remaining warehouses on the quay, recently Riley's hardware shop, were 
demolished and rebuilt as flats. Those around the Railway Station are replicas produced when the 
Brewery there was demolished and rebuilt in the 1980s. 
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BUILDING DETAILS 

Name: Presently, Newson Trading Co. Ltd. 

Address: 25-28 North Quay 

Local Authority Douglas 

Grid Reference 

ARCHITECTURAL INTEREST AND/OR AESTHETIC QUALITY 

Does the building have particular architectural or aesthetic merit? Is it an important example of a 
particular building type or construction technique? Does the building demonstrate particular 
craftsmanship or decoration? Is the architect of particular importance? To what extent do any 
changes that have taken place to the fabric or the layout of the building detract from its architectural 
or aesthetic interest? 
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The main four-storey warehouse, built in random rubble stone, is a form familiar in the Isle of Man, 
offering a direct and perceptible visual link to its sea trading history. Unfortunately, most of these 
buildings have been demolished, which further reinforces the importance of those that remain. 

The form of the two buildings with a lower two-storey building wedged between the quay and Queens 
Street was familiar to other sites in old Douglas, there is a 1930s photograph of a similar building 
further along the quay with the familiar emblem of the Steam Packet Company on its gable. In later 
Victorian developments corners are often celebrated with a swagger like a tower but here we see an 
older building form. 

HISTORICAL INTEREST 

Does the building illustrate important aspects of the Island’s history (social, economic, cultural, 
religious, agricultural, industrial, military)? 

This building relates to a very important period of the Island’s history when Douglas became the 
capital as a result of its stronger trading position supported by the port. It is a reminder of when the 
harbour bustled with activity. To most people now it is a picturesque element of the quay side, which 
has been redeveloped as a leisure area with restaurants and mooring for pleasure crafts. 

Research by Nigel Crowe (appended) suggests this building was built in 1786 making it 230 years 
old. Early photographs available at the iMuseum including some by John Millar Nicholson in 1890 
and others by Frowde in 1930s show how little this area has changed. Crowe’s research indicates 
that the corner building first traded as a public house, Cannell the Liver's, until 1913 when it was used 
by Cubbon as a chandler and then most recently as Newsons. 

CLOSE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 

Is the building associated with people or events that are of national importance? 

GROUP VALUE 

Does this building form part of an important group of buildings or a fine example of planning (e.g. 
squares, terraces, farm groups)? Does it sit within a conservation area? 

Warehouses are a tangible link to the Island’s development as a sea faring race. Their presence acts 
as a visual reminder of the commerce that enabled towns such as Douglas to flourish. The majority of 
our ports and harbours are designated as Conservation Areas, which recognises the special 
architectural and historic character that such places have. Warehouses, as well as the houses of rich 
merchants, form part of the recognisable aspect of that character. A number of the Island’s remaining 
warehouses are already Registered and whilst these buildings are offered protection by inclusion in 
the North Quay Conservation Area designated in 1990, it is understood that they have changed hands 
which necessarily raises the risk to them. 

RARITY 

Considering its age, its function, and its current state of preservation, does this building represent a 
rare example of a particular type of building on the Island? 

The significance of this building group is that they represent a building type that was synonymous with 
the development of Douglas as the capital of the Island as a direct result of sea-based trade and have 
survived three major redevelopments of the Quay. The buildings are also considered to make a 
positive contribution to the character of the North Quay Conservation Area and the wider townscape. 

We are very familiar with the qualities of classic architectural styles; Georgian, Victorian, and even 
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rural vernacular buildings are well recorded. The warehouse is a familiar design on our quaysides with 
a central loading dock, but the scale of this structure relates to the very earliest design of this type of 
building. The low rise end building has some architectural features with a playful circular motif in the 
end gable making it unique. The walls taper further, adding to the building’s special character. The 
buildings is strategically placed where the North quay become Nunnery lake, where land was 
reclaimed by managing the flood waters, and where the river Douglas is affected by the tidal flow. 

SUMMARY STATEMENT: WHY IS THIS BUILDING IMPORTANT? 

Summarise what features of this building justify its inclusion on the register. 

This building group may be familiar for many reasons, but its significance is evident. The group has 
changed very little and is still recognisable from early photographs and the early maps. The materials 
are local and, although other examples exist on the Island, this is considered to be a good example 
and the remaining survivor of this building type on Douglas quayside. Given its location, the building’s 
basement may also reveal archaeological evidence of early Douglas. 

The characteristics relating to context have been covered with regard to Queen Street and The 
Saddle Inn. The warehouse relates in scale to the remaining buildings on the quay, and there are 
wider, historical, associations to the busy nineteenth-century quayside, the paintings of artists such as 
John Miller Nicholson, and the social significance of the harbour in establishing Douglas as the 
capital. 

There is a broader picture when considering the importance of the quay in providing a unique identity 
for Douglas. These buildings sit on a promontory as the shape of the harbour changes and turns 
towards the railway station. They are an important part of the fabric that dictates the scale and form of 
the whole Conservation Area. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RELEVANT SOURCES 

Please list any relevant source materials (books, documents, images, maps, etc.) 

Census Records (1861) 

Crowe, N. G. (n.d.) ‘Descriptions of Parcels Sold by Nunnery. Owners on Lake or New Quay’ 
(appended). 

Crowe, N. G. (n.d.) ‘Sketch of Part of the Nunnery Lake’ (appended). 

Images from iMuseum (appended). 

Kelly, P. (2016) Personal communication (see appended email). 

Ordnance Survey (1869) First edition OS map (relevant sheet appended). 

IMAGES, MAPS, DRAWINGS 

Please append any relevant images, maps, and drawings. Please label all images and drawings, and 
provide references, where appropriate. 



 



 

Ashley Pettit RIBA 

07624 496636 

 
Begin forwarded message: 

 
 

From: Peter Kelly <kellys.eye@ma nx.net> 

Date: 24 J..me 2016 at 13:09:59 GMT+1 

To: Ashley Pettit <Ashley@aga-iom .com > 

Cc: Catriona Mackie <Catriona.Mackie@iomcollege.ac.im> 

Subject: Newsons 

 
 

Ashley, 

 
Plot bought by Edward Forbes -   two plots enclosed by a stone wall - 1789 for £70.   Forbes built 

the warehouse and adjoining house (later The Liver). His son (also Edward Forbes) sold to 

Francis Matthews  in 1833 ;  shop and concerns, warehouse,  warehouse  and yard, bounded by 

the quay on the  south and east -  Queens Street  on North, house and premises  of  Edward 

Forbes  recently sold to  Mr. Moore on  the west, for  £808-18-6  British. 

 

 
Peter 

mailto:kellys.eye@manx.net
mailto:Ashley@aga-iom.com
mailto:Catriona.Mackie@iomcollege.ac.im


North Quay/Quine's Corner Area 

Douglas: Ownership Records 

 

 

Sketch of Part of the Nunnery Lake 

Map copyright. NCC 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West end of North Quay showing (from 

right) plots H, I, & J. 
 

 

 

 
North Quay east of Quine's 

Corner showing plots F, E & C. 

North Quay - centre of same block. For 

5-storey warehouse see plot C (i). 
North Quay west of Queen Street 

showing 4-storey warehouse and 

Cannell the Liver's on plot D 

 

 

 
All photographic images courtesy MNH via i-museum 
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Descriptions of Parcels Sold by Nunnery 

Owners on Lake or New Quay 

Ref Front Date Details of 

Deed& 

Tenure 

First 

Purchaser 

 Early 

Description 

Later History 

A (i) 60' 0"   William Fitzsimmons, 

Hatter 

Inherited  by Christopher 

F. & merged with plot F. 

A (i) West half held by Christian 

Kelly , widow , 1797 . Lib. Vast. M 
  1734 SSS M 1735 - 66 Levied  with one 'half a garden at the 1831. Sold by Catherine Christian to 
    halfpenny lords Rent New Quay settled on R.D. Clague for £200, 1824, & 
   Part of the "Nunnery p.a. dau . Elizabeth Quayle. merged with A(ii). Developed wit h 
   Rent" in Ballakermeen  1789.. large warehouse to rear {ultimately 

   Quarterland.   J.  R. Riley) and 4 houses to front 
      before 1866. The western corner 
   Later Ref: Nunnery   house {No 12 N.Q.) was sold in 
   Rent 29 & 30 in Lib.   1867 to John Creer, flour dealer, for 
   Assed.   £480 and later occupied by his son, 
      Thos. Creer, seedsman. This ho use 
      and the  warehouse to the rear later 
      occupied by J R Riley for  similar 
      bussiness. Demolished and replaced 
      by replica 20?? 

A(ii)      A(ii) East half held by John Quayle, 

mast er & mariner, 179 7. lib Vast 0 

1810, M 1831. See settlement by 

William Quayle on sister s 1815. 

(C/T D Hil. 1815-47). Sold by 

Elizabeth Bancks to R.D. Clague, 

1819 for £200. See above for later 

developments. 

B 60' 0" William Graham, 

Glover levied with 

This was Kewleys 

Garden inherited by 

Acquired by Peter Moore cabinet 

maker and John Quirk butcher for 

    ..........Lords Rent, p.a. Jane  Prosser nee Kewley £66, 1787, then in use as for a 
     who sold 17 87. timber or carpenters yard & 
     Described as  'part of enclosed by a stone wall -1787 
     the quarterland of (SSS 1 792 -  48 ). Peter Moore still 
     Douglas' possessed part, 1815. 

C 2 7' 6" 1763 SSS  M 1763 - 53 Paul Kelly bought ' a 

parcel of ground (153 

C (i) West end 27' 6 

frontage sold 

Acquired by Edward Forbes before 

1789. On approximately this site 
   Later Ref: Nunnery ft  frontage)  situate on immediately to Thomas there was a narrow warehouse  
   Re nt 28 in Lib. Assed . the place called The Stephen,  1763. Stable & marked Custom House on 05 map. 
    Nunnery Leak' but garden on the ... Lake The internal layout (1:500 map) 
    sold the west section {1783) does not correspond with the front 
    to Thomas Stephen  elevation of the tall sandstone 
      facade which remains (2016) 
      suggesting this was actually 
      reconstructed after 1867. 

     C (ii) Paul Kelly Parcel of The 'two plots of ground' now  
 126'  O"    ground on the Lake  ‘enclosed by a stone wall' 1789. 
     adjoining the new built Situate in the New Quay. Sold then 
     Quay (1783) sold to to Edward Forbes for £70. 
     Matthew Simpson 1788 The building on the eastern point 

D N/ K 13 No v 

1786 

Not located 

 
Parcels D to J all 

recorded as part s of 

Onchan lntack No. 146 

Matthew Simpson Merged with adjacent 

purchase. 

 became a public house known as 

"Cannell the liver's" from the fact 

that it was kept by a Mr. Cannell; 

who was master of the smack 

"liver." occupied by Mr. Cubbon ; 

1913 

E  1789 555 0 1790 - 35 Phil i p Quirk, 

Blacksmith 

Adjoining Kewleys 

Garden on the north 

Philip Quirk had already erected 

buildings before 1789. In the 

photographic record (see above) 

the three 18thC residential 

properties erected here can be 

readily identified having a much 

smaller scale than the mid 19'h 

C buildings to the west. On plan 
{0 S1 :500  of 1867) the boundary 

Between plots B & E remains evident, 

accounting for the very limited depth 

of the property still remaining there 

{2016). Western property owned by 

Charles Scott 

1815. 



F 60' O" 1787 SSS M 1789 - 82 John Quayle, mariner, Plot 60 ft wide and 24 ft 

deep 
Sold to father in law C. Fitzsimmons 
& merged in with plot "A" 

G 24'0" 1796 SSS M 1797 - 47 Thomas Whitt am Dwelling house lately 

erected 1796. 

 

H  <1796 N/K Samuel Quine (after 

whom Quines Corner 

named) 

  Corner  widened by  D. Corp when 

lord Street flat s constructed . 

I 60' O" 1787 SSS M 1798 - 27 John Key (Kaye) 60 feet frontage sold for 

£ 21. 

Eventually the' Bridge Inn' Owner 

Sam Harris, 1888; F. Graham 1955 

J 146' 9" 1789 SSS M 1791 - 75 Thomas Kelly, boat 

builder 

Plot of 46' 9 frontage 

back of Doulas new Pier 

or Quay leading up to 

the new bridge. 

Part of Clinches Brewery 

ownership, 1923. I assume that the 

stone arch in the former E.B. 

Christians garage (later Coasters 

Restaurant) was part of the boat- 

yard and therefore of historic 

interest. 

 
 

In 1703/ 5, this part of Douglas comprised cottage property fronting onto the south side of what became Big Well 

Street. This is classed as "cottage rent" and is colored in pale brown on the above key plan in conformity with the 

scheme of colouring in Wood' s Atlas. The land south of these properties was generally known as the Nunnery Lake 

and was long in dispute between the Lord's officers and the Calcott, Heywood and Taubman families living at and 

owning the Nunnery. 

The block of property now enclosed by the North Quay, Quine's Corner and Queen Street had its origins in a sale of 

plots A and B by Thomas Heywood of the Nunnery with the consent of his mother, Leonora, and his stepfather Major 

John Wood. For the consideration of £5 15/ -, they sold 'a certain parcel of ground ... situate lying or being at the 

upper of west end of the town’. A plan of the harbour area dated 1757 (reference MNHL DG 69M) shows this land as 

reference #F “a garden raised”. Another sketch, (APX/69 28) "Sketch of the harbour of Douglas October 1757" shows 

the shape of the land somewhat differently and it appears red to be the only usable land projecting into the foreshore 

of the harbour. In terms of the Manorial Records, this land was treated as part of the "Nunnery rent in Ballakermeen" 

the main section of which had an alternative designation of Robert Oates's Close. 

The title to this land remained in dispute. Access for shipping was impossible after the original harbour bridge 

(crossing approximately opposite the bottom of Head Road) was built (See S. Slack, Douglas Harbour Bridges). 

Nevertheless, before 1763 the Heywood family had permitted the construction of a stable at the east end of 

Kewley's garden. Peter John Heywood of the Nunnery, conveyed to Paul Kelly in 1763 " a parcel of ground situated 

on the place called the Nunnery Leak near Douglas (plot Con above plan) . The land was also described as "adjoining 

the lake as the new quay is to be built ... towards the new bridge"  and adjoining to "the road or street now in 

common made use of under the late John Murray's garden now the property Mr Hugh Cosnahan" . This reference 

was to the future Queen Street and Murray's or Cosnahan's garden lay on the opposite side. 

The title to this land ceased to  be disputed, being  resolved by the granting of an intack licence by the Duke of  Athol 

to P J Heywood for the Nunnery Lake (1769 No. 146 rent 3s per annum) ... 

Researches on this area have not yet covered the more recent history of plots C(ii) and Dafter their acquisition by 

Edward Forbes in 1789. It appears that the present buildings at the east end of the site including - warehouse and the 

distinctive corner property (which became "Cannell the Liver’s" must date from shortly after this). 

NGC 
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